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Abstract: In this paper, two methods based on computer vision are presented in order to
produce dense point clouds and high resolution DEMs (digital elevation models) of the
Corral del Veleta rock glacier in Sierra Nevada (Spain). The first one is a semi-automatic
3D photo-reconstruction method (SA-3D-PR) based on the Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform algorithm and the epipolar geometry theory that uses oblique photographs and
camera calibration parameters as input. The second method is fully automatic (FA-3D-PR)
and is based on the recently released software 123D-Catch that uses the Structure from
Motion and MultiView Stereo algorithms and needs as input oblique photographs and
some measurements in order to scale and geo-reference the resulting model. The accuracy
of the models was tested using as benchmark a 3D model registered by means of a
Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS). The results indicate that both methods can be applied to
micro-scale study of rock glacier morphologies and processes with average distances to the
TLS point cloud of 0.28 m and 0.21 m, for the SA-3D-PR and the FA-3D-PR methods,
respectively. The performance of the models was also tested by means of the dimensionless
relative precision ratio parameter resulting in figures of 1:1071 and 1:1429 for the
SA-3D-PR and the FA-3D-PR methods, respectively. Finally, Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs) of the study area were produced and compared with the TLS-derived DEM. The
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results showed average absolute differences with the TLS-derived DEM of 0.52 m and
0.51 m for the SA-3D-PR and the FA-3D-PR methods, respectively.
Keywords: three dimensional photo-reconstruction (3D-PR); point cloud; terrestrial laser
scanner (TLS); rock glacier; digital elevation models (DEMs)

1. Introduction
The monitoring and assessment of glacier dynamic-retreat provides basic information for future and
current research on the impact of climate change at global and regional scales. Among glaciers, rock
glaciers present a special interest because they are considered as key indicators of environmental
change in mountainous regions. A rock glacier creeps downslope by force of gravity and is composed
of angular rock debris and subsurface ice, exhibiting lobate or tongue-shaped forms [1].
The first known trial to monitor and quantify the movement of a rock glacier dates from 1948 in
Clear Creek [2]. Since then, technical advances and innovations have been significant to improving our
knowledge: geomatics techniques, geophysical methods, dating techniques, etc.
In the specific case of geomatics, there are numerous techniques for monitoring and quantifying the
dynamic and morphology of glaciers such as the measurement of fixed points (rods or pins), total
stations (e.g., [3]), GPS (e.g., [4]), LIDAR (e.g., [5]), Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS; e.g., [6]),
aerial photogrammetry (e.g., [7]), satellite images (e.g., [8]) and terrestrial photogrammetry or
photo-reconstruction methods (e.g., [9]). The monitoring in mountainous areas with low accessibility,
steep slopes and ice or snow during long periods of the year is usually difficult and costly. In 2001,
Baltsavias et al. [5] described the measurement density and/or accuracy of glacier monitoring
techniques as insufficient. During the last decade, a great advance has been experienced in the field of
monitoring methods with more accurate, cheaper, lighter and simpler equipment (e.g., TLS or GPS). A
comprehensive and detailed description of the techniques used for topographic, spatial and thematic
mapping of glaciers in addition to a large set of references can be found in [10].
Rock glaciers and debris-covered glaciers are still poorly understood and represent a very
interesting and active field of present research [11,12]. In the specific case of rock glacier monitoring,
one of the main limitations is that mean annual creep velocities are typically in the range of
centimeters to decimeters (sometimes meters) whilst surface lowering due to permafrost degradation
has been reported to be in the centimeter range [1]. These low creep velocities require the application
of accurate high resolution techniques such as aerial photogrammetry [7]. There are dozens of
examples in the literature about the use of aerial photogrammetry to monitor changes in rock glaciers
or alpine permafrost surfaces, e.g., [7,13–16]. The recent development of Unmanned Aerial Systems or
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAS or UAV) has resulted in a significant reduction in cost for aerial
surveys and photogrammetry projects. However, their use for monitoring glaciers (and specifically
rock glaciers) is not widespread (a recent exception is [17]). In general, aerial images acquired using
conventional airborne methods are well suited to derive DEMs or orthophotographs, but they present
limitations for motion detection in small glaciers. On the other hand, UAVs allow the acquisition of
high resolution images due to its possible low flight altitude [18].
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Terrestrial photogrammetry has also been widely used for mapping or monitoring rock glaciers
(e.g., [19–21]). However, drawbacks of terrestrial photogrammetry against aerial photogrammetry
have been highlighted in the literature [19], mainly, area-wide mapping difficulties and heterogeneous
horizontal accuracy. On the other hand, sensing from vertical (or nearly vertical) viewing angles means
that steep slopes are registered with strong restrictions [22]. The classical geodetic survey provides
accurate measurements for estimating rock glacier superficial flow velocities. The most common classical
instruments used to carry out classical geodetic surveys in rock glaciers and debris-covered glaciers are
total stations [3,23,24] and GPS or DGPS [23,25–28]. These techniques ensure centimeter-level
accuracies; however, GPS-DGPS cannot be used in certain cirques, where the walls are close to the
measured points because the satellite signal is often interrupted or rebounds of the multipath signal are
experienced and the resulting accuracy is too low [23]. Recently, De Sanjoséet al. [23] analyzed a variety
of geomatic techniques available for monitoring rock glaciers and ice patches in Spain: total station,
GPS, close-range classical photogrammetry and TLS. This research covered a time span of 20 years
and the authors concluded that there is no optimal technique for monitoring rock glaciers; depending
on their characteristics, morphology and structure, different geomatic instruments and techniques can
be applied.
In the last years, laser-based technologies have been applied with the aim of quantifying the
displacement and dynamic of rock glaciers from terrestrial devices (i.e., Terrestrial Laser Scanner:
TLS, e.g., [22,23,29–31]) or aerial platforms (Airborne Laser Scanning: ALS, e.g., [32–35]). The use
of these modern instruments produced more accurate and denser datasets with less logistical efforts
and time, leading to lower costs and greater quality of field surveys [22].
Also recently, photogrammetry (aerial and terrestrial) has experienced a revival due to several facts,
but mainly due to the innovations experienced in the field of computer vision. Recent developments
made in three-dimensional photo-reconstruction techniques (3D-PR), such as the simultaneous use of
Structure from Motion (SfM; [36]) and MultiView-Stereo (MVS; [37]), have allowed for the
attainment of high resolution 3D point clouds and meshes [38–40]. These cartographical products (3D
point clouds and meshes) are achieved using only oblique images from consumer non-calibrated and
non-metric cameras as input. It is likely that, within the next decade, these 3D-PR methods will be
widely used in the geosciences, mainly in geomorphology and geomorphometry. Until now, the few
studies using photo-reconstruction techniques in these disciplines have concluded that more work
needs to be done in order to analyze their performance over a wider range of landforms, processes,
scales and environments [41–44].
Therefore, the objectives of this paper are:
(1) to produce dense point clouds and high resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) for the
Corral del Veleta rock glacier (Sierra Nevada, Spain) by means of two free 3D-PR procedures
(a self-implemented stereo feature-based semi-automatic method and a fully automatic method
based on the software 123D Catch that uses SfM and MVS algorithms);
(2) to compare and analyze the quality of the point clouds and the DEMs obtained by means of the
two 3D-PR methods as compared with a point cloud and a DEM obtained by means of a
Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS); and
(3) to evaluate the usefulness of these methods to register changes in the glacier dynamic.
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2. Study Area
The Corral del Veleta rock glacier (Figure 1: 37°3′N–3°21′W) is located in Sierra Nevada (Spain),
in a depression known as the Corral del Veleta (Figure 1c,d) which is a north face-oriented cirque at
the bottom of the Veleta peak (3398 masl). The existence of fossil ice and permafrost under the detritic
cover in the Corral del Veleta was discovered in 1998 using geophysical prospection and direct
sampling [45]. After this discovery, the Corral del Veleta rock glacier was identified as the
southernmost rock glacier in Europe with a latitude of 37°3′ [46]. Due to this special location,
monitoring and assessment of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier dynamic presents a great scientific
interest because it is assumed as a key indicator on the effects of climate change in the region. The
progressive retreat of the historical glacier of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier towards the end of the
Little Ice Age led to the transformation from a ―white‖ glacier to the ―black‖ or rock glacier, mainly
due to the continuous supply of boulders originating from the incessant destruction of the wall which
incrementally covered the ice [45,47]. The main characteristics of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier
are presented in Table 1.
Figure 1. (a) location of Sierra Nevada mountain range in the Iberian Peninsula,
(b) location of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier in Sierra Nevada, (c) 3D view (from the S)
of the study area, including camera locations and Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) stations
and (d) Panoramic almost vertical view of the Corral del Veleta cirque from the Veleta
peak (3398 masl) and the current location of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier.
Characteristic
Average altitude of the detritic
body (masl)
Aspect
Length (m)
Average width (m)
Average thickness (m)
Surface area (m2)
Clastic material

Value-Description
3106
West oriented
129.6 m
37.5
8.0
3815
Heterometric blocks of feldspathic micaschist (from several m3 to cm3)
with coarse matrix and internal fine matrix

Since 2001, an intensive study of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier has been carried out using
several geomatic techniques (total station, photogrammetry and GPS, [9]). These works have shown
that relict ice and permafrost of the glacier are in a continuous process of deglaciation due to
subsidences in the clastic layer and the decrease in the link between subsurface frozen bodies.
3. Methodology
In this work, two methods based on computer vision are used and compared to produce high
resolution point clouds and DEMs of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier. The first one is a
Semi-Automatic 3D-PR method (hereafter called SA) based on the use of Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform algorithm (SIFT, [48]) and epipolar geometry that needs as input oblique photographs and
camera calibration parameters and produces as a result 3D point clouds. The second method is fully
automatic (hereafter called FA) and is based on the recently released free software 123D Catch that
uses the SfM and the MVS algorithms together and only needs as input oblique photographs and some
measurements in order to scale and geo-reference the resulting 3D point cloud-model (i.e., the camera
certificate and the parameters are not necessary). 123D Catch software was used because it is free and
extremely simple to use, it represents an all-to-one solution and, to the best of our knowledge, its
suitability has as of yet been rarely tested for applications in the geosciences [44]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first experiment using 123D Catch software to produce dense point clouds and
high resolution DEMs in a rock glacier. These environments represent a special challenge for
SfM-based methods because of their complexity and variability. The six images used in the
photo-reconstruction process were acquired with a Canon EOS 5D (which is a SLR consumer-grade
device) camera with a fixed-focal distance of 100 mm and an exposure time of 1/160 s (Figure 2). The
former parameters were defined after several tests to optimize the visual quality of the images. The six
images were selected over the others because of their contrast, geometry and light conditions. These
images presented dimensions of 4368 × 2912 pixels and sizes from 10.5 MB to 11.2 MB. The
photographs were captured from the top of Veleta peak towards the Corral del Veleta glacier and with
the camera parallel to the wall of the Veleta peak at an approximate distance of 300 m (Figure 1c,d). In
the case of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier, the distance from the object of interest (the glacier) to
the camera is imposed by the topography (Figure 1c,d).
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Figure 2. The images used as input in the photo-reconstruction procedures.

Additionally, a benchmark 3D model was obtained by means of a TLS (Leica C10 Scanstation
device) in order to test the quality of the SA and the FA methods. A positional error less than ±6 mm
for every 50 m is expected for measurements made with this equipment. Four stations were located
around the shape of the glacier and later, point clouds obtained from every station were registered in a
unique point cloud using Cyclone software (Leica Geosystem; [49]). The errors calculated during the
registration process were always below 0.003 m. Finally, the unique point cloud was transformed to an
absolute reference system using 20 control points placed on stable zones (e.g., lateral moraine;
Figure 1d) and measured with a GPS in RTK static mode. These control points were established and
measured for the previous work by de Matías et al. [9]. The transformation between the absolute
coordinate system (defined by the GPS measurements) and the relative (TLS) consisted on a classical
rigid 3D transformation, including 3 translations, 3 rotations and one scale factor. The Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) obtained during the georeferencing of the point cloud was 0.03 m. The
differences between the SA and the FA methods and the TLS survey were estimated by calculating
nearest neighbor point-to-point 3D distances for every point in the cloud using CloudCompare open
source software [50] and Girardeau-Montaut et al. [51] method. Note that the former method, based on
a 3D frame, against GIS-based approaches (2.5D) are more reliable for 3D datasets but have been
rarely used to test photo-reconstruction techniques [44].
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3.1. Stereo-Based SIFT Method
A deep description of this method can be found in the paper by De Matías et al. [9]; hence, only a
brief summary is given here. The input requirements for the SA procedure are a set of images of the
feature to be modelled taken from different viewpoints and the camera calibration parameters
(i.e., focal length, coordinates of the principal point and the radial distortion functions). The first stage
of the procedure is to extract feature points from each image using the Difference of Gaussian
algorithm (DoG) and to store them in a database using SIFT descriptors. Secondly, it is possible to get
a set of matching points based on the distance between SIFT descriptors. After that, matches are
refined by a robust matching procedure through the epipolar geometry requirement (i.e., matches that
do not hold the epipolar geometry constraint are removed from the database). Finally, camera pose is
estimated using the camera calibration parameters and exterior orientation system is solved (rotation
and translation of cameras or camera pose). For more details about the absolute orientation and the
geodetic control, please see [9]. The final result is a point cloud or a 3D model based on meshes with X,
Y and Z coordinates obtained by applying the set of projection camera matrices to the features in
the database.
3.2. Fully Automatic 3D-PR Software: 123D Catch
Fully automatic photo-reconstruction procedures have been recently incorporated in several software
packages in order to produce point clouds and 3D models. Table 2 ([52–57]) shows the existing free
software that incorporates 3D-PR techniques, among these, 123D Catch was selected because it is free,
quite simple to use and represents an all-to-one solution. Two previous works have tested the suitability of
this software to produce high resolution 3D models of geological-geomorphological features [44,58].
In [58], Chandler and Fryer reconstructed an aboriginal cave in Australia and Gómez-Gutiérrez et al. [44]
used 123D Catch to elaborate 3D models and to estimate headcut retreat rates in a small permanent
gully in Spain. Both studies concluded that the accuracy of the models obtained by means of the software
is comparable to the accuracy of models produced using TLS equipment.
Table 2. Free available software to generate 3D models using conventional photographs.
Software
123D Catch
ARC3D
Bundler and PMVS2
CMP SfM
Photosynth
VisualSFM

Reference
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]

The performance of 123D Catch is based on the simultaneous use of SfM [36] and
MultiView-Stereo [37] techniques, which allows the obtaining of high resolution 3D point clouds or
meshes [38,40] using conventional photographs as input. In 123D Catch software, the camera pose and
parameters are solved automatically and without the need of control points with real coordinates
during the composition of the model. Similarly to the SA method, the SIFT algorithm is used to
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identify matching features in different images. These features and their characteristics are stored in a
database that is used to estimate camera model parameters in a relative coordinate system with an
iterative bundle adjustment [59]. The final step consists of using a few control points to scale and
georeference the resulting point cloud. In order to georeference this point cloud, the dataset obtained
by means of the TLS (with absolute coordinates) was used as benchmark. Natural control points
(i.e., rocks; n = 10) were identified in this 3D model and used during the first stage of the georeferencing
process (i.e., manual georeferencing using 4-points congruent sets algorithm [60]). Finally, automatic
registration was carried out to refine the matching between the resulting point cloud and the TLS
dataset with absolute coordinates. CloudCompare software and the algorithm iterative closest point [61]
were used for this purpose. The georeferencing process resulted in a RMSE of 0.18 m.
3.3. Elaboration of DEMs
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), especially DEMs, are instruments commonly used by
geomorphologists to describe land surface and produce geomorphological maps. DEMs are powerful
tools to describe changes in highly dynamic landscapes (e.g., channels, glaciers, volcanoes, hillslopes
affected by mass movements, etc.). In the Corral del Veleta, previous works by de San Joséet al. [3]
had monitored the dynamic of the glacier using fix control points that were measure with Differential
GPS (DGPS) and total stations annually (from 2001 to 2005). The former approach allowed for an
estimate of the displacement of the fixed points and therefore for an understanding of the glacier
dynamic. However, this approach presented two main inconveniences:
(1) a dense network of points is needed to represent faithfully the dynamic of the whole glacier and
(2) points are defined by fixed rods that can be lost with time in this changeable environment.
On the other hand, DEMs present a continuous description of the surface and they enable the
estimation of volumetric changes between consecutive field surveys. In this work, the point clouds
obtained by the SA, the FA and the TLS methods were used to produce high resolution DEMs. To
describe the rock glacier surface morphology and to detect changes (for future surveys), the quality of
these products was analyzed. The obvious absence of vegetation or other non-ground surface features
in the study area facilitated the elaboration of the DEMs. The derived point clouds were meshed as
Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs) and then converted in raster file format using ArcGIS 10.2
software [62] The DEM obtained by means of the point cloud captured by the TLS was considered as
benchmark and differences from this DEM to the other DEMs were calculated and analyzed.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Point Cloud Characteristics: Accuracy and Density
Dense point clouds were obtained with the two photo-reconstruction methods using as input only
six images (Figure 2 and Table 3). However, important differences were observed in the number of
points obtained with the SA and FA methods (Table 3). The Autodesk 123D Catch (FA) software
produced 2.5 times the number of points obtained by the SA self-implemented procedure. This
difference was clearly reflected in the average point spacing (1.6 times higher for the SA method) and
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average point densities (2.5 times higher for the FA method). According to the figures for the former
two parameters (i.e., point spacing and point density) the obtained point clouds are suitable for
sub-meter monitoring of the glacier with 8.09 pts∙m−2 and 20.58 pts∙m−2 for FA and SA respectively.
Regarding the spatial distribution of the point densities (Figure 3) for the SA method, the highest
densities were found in the central and southern parts of the rock glacier, i.e., in the areas that are
present in a central location in all the photographs and nearer to or facing the wall (i.e., the place where
the photographs were taken; Figure 1c,d). Point densities decreased from the inner to the outer and
northern parts of the study area where the lowest values were experienced, with densities below
10 pts·m−2. In the case of the FA method, the spatial distribution of the point densities is clearly
influenced by shadows, sharpness and natural textures of the features in the images (i.e., the rock
blocks). In fact, the spatial distribution of large blocks can be deduced from the point density map
(Figures 2 and 3b) with high point densities (>30 pts∙m−2) registered in lighted faces of the rocks and
low densities (<10 pts∙m−2) in the shadowed faces. Previous works have described the point density
and quality of 3D-PR methods as a function of the density, sharpness and resolution of the photoset in
addition to the texture of the features to be modelled [43]. According to the results obtained here and
for future surveys, the optimal time of the year (also of the day) to take photographs can be estimated
using hillshade digital models that can be calculated easily with a high resolution DEM and any GIS
desktop software (e.g., Figure 4a shows a 3D view of a hillshade model calculated with ArcGIS 10.2).
In order to produce these hillshade models the location of the sun in the sky is used as input
(i.e., azimuth and altitude) and therefore the percentage of the surface illuminated by the sun can be
estimated for every hour of every day. There are dozens of online tools free available to estimate the
azimuth and the altitude of the sun for a specific day, time and location (e.g., US Naval
Observatory [63]). As an alternative, the field work could be planned to be carried out under diffuse
illumination (i.e., cloudy conditions) as was proposed by James and Robson [41]. To corroborate this
finding, a quantitative simulation is presented in Section 4.2 which is dedicated to the elaboration and
analysis of DEMs.
Table 3. Characteristics of the point clouds obtained with the three methods: Semi-Automatic
Stereo-Based Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method (SA-3D-PR), Fully Automatic
3D Photo-Reconstruction software (FA-3D-PR) and Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS).
Photos for 3D-PR or stations for TLS (n)
Number of points (n)
Average point spacing (m)
Average point density (pts∙m−2)
Average distance to TLS cloud (m)
Standard deviation of distances (m)
Maximum Distance to TLS cloud (m)
Relative precision ratio

SA-3D-PR FA-3D-PR
TLS
6
6
4
65820
167439
4996469
0.41
0.26
0.05
8.09
20.58
614.19
0.28
0.21
0.52
0.43
4.57
2.81
1:1071
1:1429
-
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Figure 3. Horizontal point density for (a) the Semi-Automatic (SA) and (b) the Fully
Automatic (FA) 3D photo-reconstruction methods.

Regarding the accuracies estimated for every point cloud, comparisons with the TLS point cloud
showed average distances of 0.28 m and 0.21 m for the SA and the FA methods respectively. These
data suggest that in the case of debris rock glacier monitoring sub-meter-level accuracies can be
expected using a similar sampling procedure and data processing. The standard deviations and the
maximum distances from the clouds to the TLS point cloud are showed in Table 3. According to these
accuracies, both methods are suitable for micro-scale and medium-term (from 5 to 10 years intervals)
monitoring of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier, taking into account that a recent study has shown that
the dynamic of the glacier ranged from 0.05 m to 0.10 m of displacement per year in planimetry and
from −0.20 m to −0.25 m per year in altimetry from 2001 to 2005 [3]. In general terms, the suitability
of these methods in other rock glaciers should be defined taking into account the creep velocities
which are usually in the range of centimeters to decimeters (sometimes meters) whilst surface lowering
due to ice melt (i.e., permafrost degradation) has been reported to be in the centimeter range [1].
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of cloud-to-cloud distances in a 3D perspective (i.e., nearest
neighbor point-to-point distances). The maximum distances were observed in hidden areas for the
TLS. As was stated previously, photographs were taken from the top of the mount Veleta towards the
Corral del Veleta rock glacier (Figure 1c,d), resulting in an almost-vertical perspective and therefore
with no (or only a few) hidden areas. On the other hand, the TLS stations were located in the glacier’s
surrounding areas (Figure 1c), resulting in some small hidden areas. For the SA method, 90% of the
points in the cloud presented distances to the TLS point cloud less than 0.97 m while for the FA method
90% of the points showed distances to the TLS point cloud less than 0.70 m. Note that the histograms of
the distances to the TLS point cloud are included beside the legend in Figure 4b,c.
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Figure 4. (a) 3D view of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier hillshade elaborated with
the Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) point cloud; below, point clouds obtained by (b) the
semi-automatic 3D photo-reconstruction and (c) the fully automatic 3D photo-reconstruction
methods and their distances to the TLS point cloud calculated using the cloud-to-cloud
distances method proposed by Girardeau-Montaut et al. [51].

Recently, some researchers have provided dimensionless estimations of the quality of 3D-PR
models by means of the relative precision ratio (i.e., measurement precision/observation distance).
James and Robson [41] provided values around 1:1000 whilst Gómez-Gutiérrez et al. [44] estimated
values ranging from 1:372 to 1:1167. Here, values of 1:1071 and 1:1429 were calculated for the SA
and the FA method respectively. In spite of being different geomorphological features, a hand sample
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volcanic bomb, a coastal cliff and the summit crater of a volcano in [41] and small gully headcuts in [44],
figures obtained here were in the same order of magnitude (≈1:1000). According to these figures, to
achieve 1 m of accuracy with the SA method the camera should be located at most at 1071 m, whereas
for the FA method photographs could be taken at most from a 358 m distance. Again, these results point
to an outperformance of the FA procedure. The distance from camera to the target is a crucial factor for
surveying areas with limited accessibility, such as high mountains with steep slopes and ice or snow
during long periods of the year. The figures presented here for the relative precision ratio could work as
guidance for the analysis of the camera optimal—maximum distances to the object of interest in the
frame of photo-reconstruction surveys in high mountain areas. For example, if an accuracy smaller than
1 m is required for a certain survey, distances from the camera to the object closer than approximately 1
km are recommended. Additionally, using GIS software makes it quite simple to implement two rules
based on the maximum distance to the feature of interest (with a buffer analysis) and the maximum
visibility (with a viewshed analysis) to detect the optimal locations of the camera.
Table 4. Statistical description of every single Digital Elevation Model (DEM):
Semi-Automatic 3D Photo-Reconstruction (SA-3D-PR) DEM, Fully-Automatic 3D
Photo-Reconstruction (FA-3D-PR) DEM and Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) DEM.
Additionally, the average absolute difference with TLS DEM is shown.
Average Z (m)
Maximum (m)
Minimum (m)
Average abs. difference with TLS DEM (m)
R correlation with TLS

SA-3D-PR
3105.8
3124.3
3086.9
0.52
0.9929

FA-3D-PR
3105.4
3123.9
3088.4
0.51
0.9981

TLS
3105.9
3124.9
3088.9
1.0000

4.2. Digital Elevation Models
According to the point density and the average point spacing, DEMs with pixel sizes of 0.50 m,
0.25 m and 0.05 m were elaborated for the SA method, the FA method and the TLS dataset,
respectively. The statistical description of these DEMs is presented in Table 4. These figures highlight
that the DEMs obtained by means of the SA and the FA methods are quite similar from a statistical
viewpoint and, at the same time, fit properly with the DEM obtained using the TLS point cloud that
was defined as benchmark (with the R coefficients always above 0.99). Even the histograms showed a
similar profile; however, a quick visual analysis of the DEMs (Figure 5a–c) reveals that the DEM
produced using the SA point cloud (Figure 5a) presents a grainy texture which is not present in the
DEMs produced with the FA and the TLS methods (Figure 5b,c respectively). This highly local
variability of the Z values in the SA DEM is clearly visible in Figure 5d where absolute differences
between the SA and the TLS DEMs are presented. In general terms, differences between the SA DEM
and the TLS DEM were higher than the differences between the FA DEM and the TLS DEM.
Figure 5d,e show a quite similar pattern than the one calculated using the approach by Girardeau-Montaut
(Figure 4b,c, [51]) to estimate the nearest neighbor point-to-point 3D distances, with the highest
differences in the northwest and in the south for the SA and the FA methods, respectively. Therefore,
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the method proposed by Girardeau-Montaut [51] to estimate cloud-to-cloud distances for point clouds
seems to be a good indicator of the later quality of the DEMs.
Figure 5. DEMs elaborated with the point clouds obtained by means of the
(a) Semi-Automatic (SA), (b) Fully Automatic (FA) and (c) Terrestrial Laser Scanner
(TLS) methods, respectively, and the absolute differences between the SA, the FA DEMs
and the TLS DEM, (d,e) respectively. A transparency of 10% was applied to the DEMs in
(a–c) and a hillshade digital model generated by every DEM that was used as a base in
order to improve visualization of the glacier morphology.

As was stated before, the optimal time of the year to take the photographs (even of the day) could
be estimated using hillshade digital models (i.e., shaded relief models) that can be calculated with a
high resolution DEM (TLS DEM in this case) and any GIS desktop software. To corroborate the
relationship between the quality of the DEM obtained (by means of the FA method) and the amount of
shadowed-lighted areas in the photographs, a hillshade model was calculated simulating the location of
the sun in the sky during the field survey. To do this, the azimuth and altitude of the sun were
estimated using the on-line application by the US Naval Observatory website [63]. ArcGIS software
was used to produce the shaded relief model that shows the lowest values for shadowed areas, whilst
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lighted areas present the highest values. Figure 6 shows the obtained shaded relief model and one of the
photographs captured during the field work (after being orthorectified). The correspondence between
the two images is clear. Finally, areas with different hillshade values were grouped and their absolute
errors (i.e., the absolute difference with the TLS DEM) were calculated. As can be deduced from
Table 5, the areas with the highest values for the hillshade model (lighted areas) presented the lower
absolute errors while shadowed areas experienced the highest absolute errors.
Figure 6. Correspondence between (a) an orthorectified photograph of the Corral del Veleta
rock glacier captured for this research and (b) the hillshade model calculated for the same
date and hour.

With the purpose of showing the applicability of the proposed methodology, the optimal hour to
capture the photographs throughout 28 August 2014, when the next field survey is planned, was
calculated. Hillshade digital models were produced for every hour of the day (from 8:00 to 21:00,
i.e., when the sun is visible from this location) and the optimal one was assumed as the time for which
the average value of the pixels in the shaded relief models reaches the maximum (Figure 7a). The
results pointed to 14:00 as the optimal hour to take the photographs on 28 August 2014 in the study area.
Figure 7 shows the values of this simulation and the estimated optimal hillshade. Significant differences
were observed between Figure 6b (representing the simulated shaded relief during the capture of the
photographs for the present work) and Figure 7b (the shaded relief model for the estimated optimal
time on 28 August 2014).
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Figure 7. (a) Location of the sun in the sky for different times on 28 August 2014 (date
planned for the next field survey) and the average hillshade value of pixels and
(b) shaded relief model for the estimated optimal time (* 14:00 with an average hillshade
value of 202.9).

4.3. Comparison of Techniques
The SA and the FA methods allow replacing expensive photogrammetric flights with almost-free
surveys based on photographs taken from the top of the surrounding mountains. They also allow the
elimination of extensive office work by human operators in order to obtain 3D point clouds or
contours, replacing classical digital photogrammetric restitution with FA or SA methods. The SA
method requires a higher amount of input data (photographs, camera calibration parameters and control
points), whereas the FA just need the photographs and a few control points to produce dense
geo-referenced point clouds and high resolution DEMs. The advantages of both techniques over other
methods such as total stations, traditional aerial photogrammetry or terrestrial photogrammetry, GPS
and TLS, have been confirmed in the present study and in the recent literature:
- They require little expertise because the processing is almost automatic [41], mainly in the case
of FA method.
- The accuracy of 3D-PR methods depends on several factors; one of the most important
parameters being the distance from the camera to the target. Some recent works have reported
similar figures to the most accurate methods available today (such as TLS or traditional
photogrammetry, [41,42,53,64]).
- Both techniques are cheaper and less time-consuming as compared to other methods/techniques.
In the case of the FA procedure, we would like to highlight that the processing is run in the
cloud, therefore the company (Autodesk) will have access to your images. The processing time is
reduced but your images need to be uploaded to the company’s servers.
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Another important point is that both techniques overcome the restrictions associated with vertical
(or almost vertical) viewing angles commonly used in aerial photogrammetry or remote sensing when
applied to steep slopes. Even these kinds of photo-reconstruction procedures allow the combination of
aerial and ground photo-datasets. Finally, a qualitative comparison of the three methods used here was
carried out (Table 6) in order to identify the optimal one in terms of capture and processing time, cost
of the equipment, expertise requirements and accuracy and quality of the resulting products (i.e., point
clouds and DEMs). This analysis is based on our experiences throughout the development of the
present research.
Table 5. Absolute differences to the Terrestrial Laser Scanner Digital Elevation Model
(TLS DEM) grouped according hillshade intervals.
Hillshade Value
0
1–50
51–100
101–150
151–200
201–253
254

Number of Pixels
14,528
2896
5235
4556
2907
1600
23

Absolute Difference TLS-FA (m)
0.52
0.54
0.52
0.49
0.47
0.45
0.38

Table 6. Qualitative comparison of the three methods used here (Semi-Automatic 3D
Photo-Reconstruction: SA-3D-PR, Fully Automatic 3D Photo-Reconstruction: FA-3D-PR,
and Terrestrial Laser Scanner: TLS), from excellent (+++) to good (++) and moderate (+).
Capture time
Processing time
Cost (equipment)
Expertise requirements
Accuracy and quality

SA-3D-PR
+++
+
+++
+
+

FA-3D-PR
+++
++
+++
++
++

TLS
+
+
+
+
+++

5. Conclusions
In this paper, two methodologies based on 3D photo-reconstruction techniques were applied and
tested with the aim of producing dense point clouds and high resolution Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs) of the Corral del Veleta rock glacier in Sierra Nevada (Spain). The first one is a Semi-Automatic
(SA) method based on the use of the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform algorithm and the epipolar
geometry. The second methodology is Fully-Automatic (FA) and is based on the free available and
recently released Autodesk 123D Catch software. The accuracy of the resulting point clouds was tested
using as benchmark a 3D model captured by a Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS). Both methods produced
point clouds suitable for sub-meter monitoring of the glacier with average distances to the TLS point
cloud of 0.28 m and 0.21 m for the SA and the FA methods, respectively. The estimation of the
relative precision ratio (i.e., measurement precision/observation distance) resulted in values of 1:1071
(SA) and 1:1429 (FA); showing that to achieve 1 m of accuracy with the FA method, a camera (with
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similar characteristics to the one used here, i.e., Canon EOS 5D) should be located, at most, to 1429 m
from the target.
Moreover, it was found that the global accuracy of the point cloud obtained by the FA method is
related to shadows, sharpness and natural textures of the features shown in the images. According to
this finding, a methodology to estimate the optimal time-date to take the photographs (for FA 3D
photo-reconstruction procedures) was proposed. The method is based on simulating shadows in the
study area using a high resolution DEM and the location of the sun in the sky for different moments to
produce sequential shaded relief models (i.e., hillshades). The optimal time-date is selected as the one
that maximizes the average hillshade value in the shaded relief models.
Finally, DEMs were produced using the point clouds obtained by means of the SA and the FA
methods and compared with a DEM elaborated using the TLS point cloud. The results showed average
absolute differences with TLS DEM of 0.52 m and 0.51 m for the SA and the FA DEMs, respectively.
Future work should be focused on testing: (i) the performance of different 3D photo-reconstruction
methods over other landforms, processes, scales and environments, and (ii) the use of photographs
improved-optimized by means of High Dynamic Range (HDR) techniques.
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